Colby student summoned for SUV accident on Rice Ripps Road on Saturday, Nov. 15

Colby to reconsider annual Safety concerns on
dining contract with Sodexo Mayflower Hill Drive
BY FIUP A SBERG M ONTGOMERY
News Staff
The College's contract with Sodexo is set to expire at the end of
2016, but as of now, it is not yet
clear what the future holds for the
College's dining services. Negotiations will take place sometime
in August 2016 and a myriad of
factors will determine whether
Sodexo stays or goes-including
student satisfaction.
According to Vice President
for Administration Doug Terp,
"As best I can tell , Sodexo came
to Colby in the 1960s, though
the organization had a different
name. (It was Seller 's during my
time as a student,)" he wrote in an
email to the Echo.
Sodexo is one of the largest
multinational food service companies in the world, employing
over 380,000 people in more than
130 countries worldwide with
revenues reaching over $16 Billion for fiscal year 2011.
As with most multinational
corporations, Sodexo has been
subject to much controversy, and
the company has a large group of
opponents. Much of the debate
involves workers ' rig hts and low
wages, including reports of Sodexo finding loopholes in the Affordable Care Act signed in 2010 ,
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which gave several health care
benefits to full-time employees.
According to the reports, Sodexo
changed employees' part-time or
full-time statuses when they considered hours worked annually
rather than quarterly. 'AC a result,

many workers were downgraded
to part-time status, which removed
some of their full-time benefits.
As many as 10,000 of the 125,000
Sodexo employees in the US. fell
victim to this change in policy and
had their benefits revoked.
In 2010 , Sodexo employees
at St. Luke's and Good Shepard
hospitals in AUentown, Penn.
went on strike against wage theft ,
claiming Sodexo required them
to "work without pay to reach
(their) unrealistic service goals "
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At Colby, many of the Sodexo
employees (who wish to remain
anonymous) in the dining halls
claim to work two jobs in order
to support their families. Such
reports have caused discomfort
among students on the Colby
campus, and protest groups have
been formed in the past.
Colby has yet to announce
whether or not they will renew
their contract with Sodexo, but
the College has already begun
efforts to analyze what students
want to see in dining halls.
"We've been conducting student satisfaction surveys for
quite some time, the overseers
review the dining program on a
regular schedule (as they do for
many other departments and programs), and we have a student
advisory group that works with
the dining services management
team to bring student ideas, issues, and questions to our attention. We use that feedback to
make adjustments in our dining
program," Terp said.
The students' requests have
alread y been met with great response, as the College has started
serving Starbucks Coffee in the
cont 'd in Sodexo's contract, p. 2
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BY CHRISTINA DONG
Asst News Editor
The week of Nov. 9, the College
installed four new speed bumps
on Mayflower Hill Drive between
Woodman Residence Hall and
the tennis courts, a change that
many student drivers understand
yet feel should have been second
priority to lighting improvements
near the road's crosswalks.
The speed bumps are one of
multiple "traffic calming measures that the College has proposed to target the stretch of
Mayflower Hill Drive between
the Diamond and Davis academic buildings. The area drew
increased attention from students, faculty and the administration this year after a student
was hit by a car in September
while crossing in a crosswalk at
dusk . However, even before the
accident occurred, the College
had plans for lighting and traffic
safety improvements in response
to preexisting student concerns,
PPD recommendations, and the
administration's own analysis, according to Vice President for Administration Doug Terp.
The four new speed bumps
are located outside of Coburn ,
at the north end of Davis and directl y under the striping of two
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crosswalks in front of the main
academic quad. While the speed
bumps were installed to nelp
control traffic speed, just a week
earlier, the College broke ground
on a concurrent project to help
distance pedestrian traffic from
the roadway: a new sidewalk to
the athletic center, scheduled
for completion at the end of the
month. The next project scheduled for Mayflower Hill Drive is
"brig hter and more consistent "
lighting at the crosswalks connecting the main part of campus
with the Diamond Building, Davis Building, and Schair-Swenson-Watson Alumni Center, Terp
said.
In a survey sent out to the student bod y about the impact of the
new speed bumps, 23 of the 47 respondents (49 percent) respond'
ed "Yes" to the question , "Do you
think the new speed bumps are
an important improvement to pedestrian safety at Mayflower Hill's
crosswalks?" 13 and 11 students
responded "No" and "Not sure",
respectively, to the same question.
"They are a great first step, but
definitel y not enough," wrote a
student who identified as somecont d' in Speedbumps , p. 2
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What Sodexo's contract means Post Off ice hosts annual
for campus dining services 100 1 Smiles Toy Drive
cont 'd from dining contract , p. I
(oseph Famil y Spa, and the dining halls often have hosted theme
nights, like the recent Frenchthemed dinner in Foss Dining
Hall, wherein Sodexo served
bread, cheese, and French pastries.
But if Colby were to discontinue its partnership with Sodexo,
what would that mean for the dining services? One major aspect is
that spaces on campus could start
serving food without needing Sodexo 's approval. Mary Low Coffehouse, which used to be studentrun and serve coffee , would likel y
reopen , and other places on campus would also begin serving different food made throug h outside
companies or Colby-hired chefs.
Terp also mentioned that Colby
is already pretty self-sufficient
in terms of dining. "The College
engages [with] Sodexo to manage
the dining program based on our
direction; so. for examp les, we
determine the number of dining

halls , the hours of operation, the
format . and the board plan elements. In the end , Colby is paying [the] bills. We clearl y work
closel y with Sodexo— their corporate/regional office resources
as well as the managers who live
and work here— to assess our
programs , industry trends, and
future plans. They bring ideas to
us and we can bring them to Sodexo; we explore what options we
may have; and then Colby makes
the key decisions."
At other NESCAC schools , including Bates . Bowdoin , Middlebury. Amherst, Connecticut College, Tufts. Trinity and Williams ,
the Colleges operate their own
dining services, in which they
purchase their own supplies and
draft their own contracts for employees. As such , they have more
flexible meal plans for students
as they can choose to opt out of
it all together, or onl y pay for two
meals a day.
Prior to contracting with Sodexo, the dining services at Colby
were self-operating and many of

the senior students report that
the quality of the food dropped
significantly after the switch to
Sodexo.
Another alternative would be
to employ a different catering
company. Hamilton and Wesleyan are not self-operating,
but rather , their dining services
come from the American company "Bon Apetit," a rival of
Sodexo. The company has been
praised for its hi gh standards
of food and Princeton Review
ranked them as "Number 1 in
college dining services " for several years. Their achievements
in sustainability are also unmatched b y competitors.
Until contract negotiations begin between Colby and Sodexo in
2016, it is too early to determine
what the future holds for the next
era in Colby dining service. Many
students are worried about what
will happen to dining services
staff members; however, most are
employees of Colby, not Sodexo,
so their jobs will likel y not be
threatened if the shift does occur.

Speed bumps on campus
cont 'd from Safety concerns , p. I
one who drives on May flower Hill
"a couple times a week."
"1 think that more lighting is
what is needed as opposed to
speed bumps. The lig hting along
May flower Hill Drive is abysmal
and that should have been addressed first ," added another student who drives on the road "almost every day," the anonymous
student said.
As for the control of traffic
speed itself, as opposed to a focu*
on pedestrian safety, a student
who drives on Mayflower Hill "a
couple times a week" wrote that
the bump s are "a great idea but
don ' t fully solve the problem. " 50
percent of respondents said that,
even after the addition of the
speed bumps , they feel that motorists still speed on May flower
Hill , and all four students who
commented drew the same conclusion: that those who want to
speed will still do so. However,
another student observed that
drivers will , at the very least, be
more alert now.
Terp specificall y addressed
the abruptness of the new speed
bumps. Given that the College
did not repave the whole road but
rather added an asphalt mound
on top of the road to create each
speed bump, "there's not reall y
a way to smooth them out rig ht
now,' he said.
"The less you feel the bump, the
less likel y you are to slow down ,"
Terp added. "It 's a reminder:
these are major crosswalks; slow
it down."
One student who identified in
the survey as a driver on Mayflower Hill "a couple times a
week" agreed that the bumps are
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an "annoyance," but "in a good
way." they said. "It makes me slow
down."
However, other students feel
that the number of new bumps is
excessive. "There are so many in
that section [between Diamond
and Davisl that it 's just crazy.
The other ones on campus are
fine, thoug h ," said a student who
drives "a coup le times a week."
"1 would understand having
one or two on campus but there
are more than that which seems
like too many," said a student who
drives on Mayflower Hill almost
every day. "More lig hts so drivers
can see walkers would be more
hel pful than slowing down for
a dark shape that might want to
cross or is crossing the road."
Another student felt that the
roadway had become safer onl y
during the day light hours. According to this individual , at
ni ght , pedestrians are almost invisible. This doesn 't mean install
inefficient lig ht-polluting streetlig hts, but possible light-up crosswalks, and path-specific lig hting. "
According to Terp, the College
will indeed install new lig hting on
May flower Hill Drive in the near
future , but he was unable to pro vide a time frame estimate. "We
put in some measures now, and ,
as we look to the p lanning for the
campus, there 's an assortment of
suggestions " the administration
must first consider, he said.
In response to the inquiries
about light si gnals at each crosswalk , "We looked at those years
ago and decided we didn't want
to do that," Terp said. Considering how many crosswalks stretch
across Mayflower Hill Drive between Diamond and Davis, "that 's
a lot of flashing li ghts ," he added.
Before the four new speed
bumps, onl y two existed on

May flower Hill Drive: one in
front of Woodman and the other in front of the football field ,
slowing drivers down as they
enter campus from either side
of May flower Hill. "The old
ones were put in [years] ago. ..
we thoug ht they were working
well ," Terp said.
When the College decided to
install additional traffic safety
measures , snow plowing was
perhaps the most important consideration in determining their
shape and prominence. For examp le, the College knew that installing a concrete island would cre ate an obstacle for the snowplows
and hinder the road-clearing efficiency. However, snowplows can
accommodate speed bump s without difficulty, provided that they
slow to the appropriate speed , according to Terp.
Another option the College
considered was installing "tables"
at major intersections , a more
gradual speed-slowing measure,
elevating the pavement slightl y in
the large square of road between
the intersection 's crosswalks. However, "given that we wanted to do
it quickly and we wanted to do it
w ;tn the existing road and the existing drainage, [we] didn 't think
that was practical ," Terp said.
Over the next five years, the
College will take a "compre hensive look" at campus safety,
encompassing traffic control,
pedestrian safety along the Mayflower Hill roadway and lighting on campus footpaths. "All of
these issues integrate ," Terp saidNo matter what, "we will need to
do an overlay for [Mayflower Hill
Drive] anyway in the future," he
said, which will provide an opEortunity to reevaluate the speed
umps and consider additional
traffic safety measures.

BY MARCQUES H OUSTON
News Staff
You may have noticed the construction paper cutouts at the post
office advertising for 1001 Smiles
Toy Drive. The goal of the drive is
to collect gifts to give to local kids
of families that cannot necessarily
afford to buy presents on their own.
Student Post Office
Supervisor AI LaPan is the leader of
the fundraiser, and
says that in past
years "clubs, offices, and individuals have donated
abundantly to ensure that area children do not wake
up on Christmas
morning only to
face an empty tree."
President Barack
Obama recognized
the College in 2009
for its dedication to
the community during this fundraiser. The recognition speaks
volumes about the impact that the
fundraiser has made over the past
20 years.
Students can drop presents off
at the Post Office in Pulver Pavilion. The toy drive collects items
for toddlers to teenagers. Donators can also give money so that
those who work for 1001 Smiles
Toy Drive can go out and purchase gifts and toys. "Santa loves

to shop," LaPan said.
A major mode of fundraising
for the drive is through donations of gentl y used books that
are, in turn , sold to raise money
for new toys. Book sale proceeds
are a large portion of the funding
for the 1001 Smiles Toy Drive.
The money used to buy presents
comes from both student and
community donations.
"Nothing
can
equal the feeling
that occurs when a
child has to wake
up to an empty
! tree," LaPan said.
The 1001 Smiles
Toy Drive hopes to
ensure that no child
will go without a gift
this holiday season.
"It costs so little
money to bring a
smile to a child's
face , thus the name
of the drive , 1001
Smiles Tov Drive,"
LaPan said.
LaPan asks that donors bring
unwrapped items or monetary
donations to the post office in
Cotter Union. Donations are accepted Monday throug h Friday
during post office hours, which
are from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
1001 Smiles accepts used toys in
good condition in addition to new
toys and monetary donations.
The drive hopes to give back
to the Waterville community one
smile at a time.
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Four students share stories of faith
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Quarry Road gears Officials cancel shrimp season
up for winter 2014 for the second year in a row
Fishery managers
close f ishery based on
scientific assessment

BY PEGSCHREINER
Contributing Writer
Quarry Road, the year-round recreation area a mere half-mile from
campus, is beginning to gear up for
its winter season. While road races
and wellness fairs characterize summers at Quarry Road, winters bring
opportunities for cross-country skiers and outdoor enthusiasts alike.
The 200-plus acres have attracted
both the Waterville and Colby community since the 1930s, when it consisted mostly of a towrope and a hill.
Although Quarry Road closed and
reopened multiple times throughout the years, its prospects are stronger than ever. It is now on track to
become a premier outdoor facility;
10 kilometers of world-class trails
have been built since 2007. Three of
these trails, designed by Olympian
John Morton, have received certification from the International Ski
Federation and are homologated
for international competition standards. Homologated courses are
engineered in specific lengths and
climb to be comparable worldwide.
The increased popularity and
prosperity of Quarry Road can be
attributed to the 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, Friends of
Quarry Road, which, in association
with the City of Waterville, plans the
programs and facility development.
One of the most fundamental
jobs for the organization is ensuring
that the area has a proper and timely
transition into the winter season.
John D. Koons, a member of the
organization's Board of Directors,
¦SB
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Animeals feeds pets
BY CAROL INE FERGUSON
Asst. Local News Editor
Thanksgiving is quickl y approaching, which traditionall y
implies that many will soon be
feasting with family and friends to
celebrate the season's harvest and
share In "thanks. Yet not everyone
is fortunate enough to have such
a holiday experience , as some will
remain homebound, alone, and
unable to provide food for themselves or their pet companions.
However, with the help of Meals
on Wheels and their charitable
food deliveries, fewer people will
remain hungry or lonesome on
Thanksgiving. Moreover, the new
and exciting addition of Central
Maine's Animeals program allows
pets to share in this harvest with
their owners.
Funded by charitable community donations and grants from The
Banfield Charitable Trust, the Animeals program provides food for
the pets of seniors receiving Meals
On Wheels. Meals On Wheels program works to supply a nutritious
hot meal for those homebound

due to old age or disabilities.
Currentl y, Central Maine's Meals
On Wheels provider is Spectrum
Generations, a program focused
toward specialized services for senior adults.
With Animeals, elderly pet
owners who are alread y a part of
,|he Spectrum Generations program also receive food for their
lovable companions. The purpose
of the program is to help homebound seniors keep and provide
for their cherished pets without
the cost of giving up their own
food or necessities. "I got involved
with Animeals because I saw an
article in the Morning Sentinel
about it several years ago," volunteer Pat Sims explained in an
e-mail correspondence. "I wanted
to find a local organization that
helped animals; Animeals is great
because it helps animals and people." With the help of committed
volunteers and staff, the Animeals Program currentl y serves over
120 pets and their owners in the
Central Maine area. It is with the
charitable acts of these programs
that Thanksgiving promises to be
a bountiful time for everyone.

recent report stated that the Gulf
of Maine is warming faster than
99 percent of the world's oceans.
According to the ASMFC shrimp
press release, "Ocean temperatures in western Gulf of Maine
shrimp habitat...reached unprecedented hig hs in the past several
years. 2014 temperatures were
cooler; however, temperatures
are predicted to continue rising
as a result of climate change. This
suggests an increasingl y inhospitable environment for Northern
shrimp and the need for strong
conservation efforts to help sustain the stock."
The report was the primary
source of information that fisheries managers consulted when
they made the decision on Nov.
5 to cancel the season for another year. According to a news
release , "The Northern Shrimp
Technical Committee considers
the stock to have collapsed with
little prospect of recovery in the
immediate future."
"The bleak status report and
continuing unfavorable environmental conditions convinced the
Section to maintain a moratorium in 2015 to protect the remaining spawning biomass and
allow as much reproduction to
take p lace as possible ," Northern Shrimp Section Chair , Mike
Armstrong of Massachusetts ,
said in an ASMFC press release.
"The Section will work with its
industry and technical advisors
to ensure the hi ghest quality data
is collected through the research
set aside quota."
As it stands , the Northern
shrimp fishery is an open fishery. This means that any number of individuals can fish for
shrimp each year, given that the
number of shrimp caug ht by all
the fishermen together does not
exceed a limit called the total allowable catch (TAC), which is
set by the ASMFC.
In 2013 , participants in the
fishery did not even reach the
quota , landing onl y 54 percent
of what they could have caug ht
legall y.
While the future of the fishery
remains bleak for the time being,
scientists will continue to monitor the shrimp population and the
ASMFC will release a new stock
assessment next year.

McGadney discusses his new role and goals for the College
B Y SIMONE LEUNG
Asst. Features Editor
Vice President and Secretary of
the College Andrew McGadney
may be the first person on campus
to embrace the standing desk trend,
which boasts many health benefits.
"It 's my wife's idea, so I 'm trying it
nut." he said after explaining that
he is trying to reverse the effects of
having to drive 50-minutes to work
every day over the past eight years.
McGadneys new office in Eustis is
only about a mile and a half away
from his home in Waterville.
Prior to arriving at the College,
McGadney worked at several other
hig her education institutions. After
graduating from Wesleyan University, he worked for United Technologies Corporation for several
years before venturing back to his
alma mater to work in the alumni
relations field- He stayed there for
twelve years before taking a position as Vice President for University Advancement at Clark University, staying "within the fundraising
and alumni, parent and friend engagement realm." he said. McGadney remained at Clark for eight
years before coming to Colby this
past August.
The selection process that went
into hiring McGadney involved a
broad group of campus representatives and members of the Board
of Trustees. "[McGadne y] was chosen tor this position for a number
of reasons. He has great breadth

and depth of experience...having pipe. I'm happy to engage in those
had substantial experience at Wes- areas. It 's really a great opportunity
leyan University prior to his time at to understand , learn , partner with
Clark. In his previous jobs, he was the team on various issues to enknown for his exceptional jud g- hance the college." he said.
ment, his collaborative approach
McGadney also discussed the
to work, his deep regard for the way his former jobs play into his
intellectual mission of the college, role at Colby. "The key piece of the
and his capacity to solve complex puzzle is really about...the ability
problems and make significant imto build, foster and strengthen reprovements." said President David lationships. That 's something I've
done throughout
Greene in an email
my entire career,
correspondence.
and in this particuWhile McGad lar role [at the Colney 's new role at
lege], relationships
the College does
are critical to longnot encompass the
term success with
fundraising realm
the board , faculty,
(the area he forsenior staff and stumerly specialized
in), Greene has
dents. In order to
partner, lead and
asked him to serve
motivate, it's imas an interim Vice
portant to have that
President of Develbasis of strong relaopment until sometionships," he said.
one else can fill the
McGadney beposition. "The job
lieves that his priat Colby is one that 's
mary role at the
reall y exciting. I 'm
is to help
honored to be in
Andrew McGadney College
"make a great inthis role to partner
stitution even betwith Colby 's 20th
Vice Presidentand
's the short
pres ident
My
Secretaryof the College ter—that
answer." he said. "It 's
work here is partan exciting moment
nering very closel y
in Colbvs history
with the Board of
where you have a
Trustees, the president and the senior staff, looking new president that has really aweat governance issues for the Board. some aspirational goals and a vision
for the institution. So, part of my role
[and working] with the provost and
members of the faculty on new strais to reall y help to make sure those
tegic initiatives that come down the goals and aspirations are realized.

"The key piece
of the puzzle is
really about...
the ability to
build, foster
and strengthen
relationships."

and a large part of the work that I'm
doing is.. .operationalizing the board
or the faculty or senior staff to.. .ensure we're working together toward a
unified goal," he said.
When McGadney is not on campus , he is only a short walk away.
T can see the Hill , which is awesome. I could walk to work," he said.
His three children attend public
school in Waterville, and his "wife
is loving the Colby community,"
he said. "We've made reall y great,
fast friends with faculty and the senior staff.... It 's a very warm kind
of collegial feel....The thing that 's
always struck me since I arrived is
[that] there 's this genuineness about
people's interest in you There's

this easy-going nature with people
here, and maybe that 's the tagline
of Maine, you know. "The way life
should be." he added.
McGadney views winter as one
of his family 's greatest tasks in adjusting to life in Maine. "I think
the challenge for us now is to embrace the long winters. What I' ve
learned is that we reall y need to
just embrace the outdoors because that 's the way to thrive in
Waterville, Maine ," he said. At the
end of the interview, McGadney
mentioned that in several hours,
he would be going to watch his
daughter in her kickball game.
"I'm excited to get to do that after
a day of work ," he said.
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*§|j£J**.,^. ;
han , Cohen and
and reall y great.
the Birthday WishThey 're always ofes volunteers have
fering to bake the
logistical and precakes and do anyparatory duties to
thing we need to ,
fulfill. "[Catherine
even driving us to
and I] have to be in
the homeless shelcontact with [the
ter ," Cohen said.
home office] every
Both Cohen and
OtMnellnhafl
month: we have
are grateOamtMK Minahan
to tell them how
ful for the opportumany kids were at
nities that Birthday
the party and the
Wishes
provides
ages and genders of the kids. We them, specifically the educationalso have to tell them when the al opportunities. Minahan said ,
party will be , and every month "This year, with hel p from CVC
we have to contact the homeless and Pugh Center programming,
shelter [in Waterville] to pick the Julia and I are really striving to
date and to get the names of the broaden our focus, working to
birthday kids. A lot of the time, better understand the cyclical and
families will be going in and out , damaging effects of poverty and
so there could be no birthday the unstable economy on homechildren for the month, but then less men .women and children."

"Julia and I
started
Birthday
Wishes at
Colby. Today,
four years
later, we are

Cohen andMinahan
foundeda branch of
Birthday Wishes
B Y CA R L I J AFF
Features Editor
On a special day once a year ,
someone turns older, wiser and
takes a step forward in their life.
This day is otherwise known as a
birthday, a day that one usuall y
associates with celebration , presents and happiness. Although
some of us may be lucky to celebrate our birthdays in this traditional fashion, children who are
not as fortunate may never get to
observe their special day in this
way, if at all.
Julia Cohen ' 15 and Catherine
M i n a h a n '15 are the co-leaders
of Birthday Wishes, a volunteer
organization r u n under the Colb y Volunteer Center (CVC) that
celebrates the birthdays of children at Maine homeless shelters
every month. "We throw birthday parties at the homeless shelter. So, every month, however
many kids have a birthday in
that month, we bring cakes [with
the child's individual names on
them], decorations , craft and
gifts for them. It 's a reall y great

experience," Cohen said.
Cohen, an American studies major and creative writing
minor, has been involved with
Birthday Wishes for many years.
"I had to do [Birthday Wishes]
for a service project for my batmitzvah , but most kids [that] do
the service project [onl y do it
once]. But , I loved the organization , and I became very close
with the women that started it
And I reall y enjoyed it , so I kept
going [throug hout hig h school]."
Minahan, an anthropology
and women 's, gender and sexuality studies double major, was
also involved with Birthday
Wishes before coming to Colb y.
"My freshman year, Colby was
undertaking a major campaign
to raise money for the building of a new homeless shelter
in Waterville. I knew that this
new shelter meant an increase
in children and thoug ht it would
be a great program to imp lement in Waterville ," she wrote
in an email to the Echo.
Cohen and Minahan founded
the Colby branch of the organization during their first year at
the College. As a [freshman] at
Colby. I reall y wanted to bring a
volunteer program to Waterville
that I had worked with at home.
When I reached out to the CVC

about starting Birthday Wishes...
they assumed that I was working
with. Julia , a fellow [first year]
who was also interested in bringing Birthday Wishes to Maine ,"
Minahan wrote.
"On the contrary. Julia and I had
never met; yet , we shared a passion for this organization. Together, with the outpouring of support
from the CVC, our fellow students
and some generous faculty members, Julia and I started Birthday
Wishes at Colby. Today, four years
later as seniors, we are extremely
close friends and host birthday
f>arties every month for children
iving in homeless shelters across
Maine," Minahan continued.
"Catherine and I started the
entire program and set it up
throug h the homeless shelter [and the CVC ] during our
[freshmen year]," Cohen added.
Both Cohen and Minahan expressed how rewarding being a
part of Birthday Wishes is. "The
actual events [are my favorite
part]....When we get there and
the kids say, 'The birthday peop le
are here!', it 's reall y cute that they
remember us and know that we're
coming every time. They would
have had nothing done for their
birthdays if we hadn 't done anything. [I don 't think they 're always
going to be very appreciative , but

cteie friend*

Maine**
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Sam Wasserman '16 studies abroad in Africa ,
enhances academic career in environmental studies
and to the land. There are no
TVs and some peop le have cellphones , but it is a very rural and
rustic lifesty le. The most important t h i n g to realize is althoug h
it may seem very simple , the
people here are more than hapF»y and proud with the way they
tve," he said.
Wasserman threw himself into

Student describes his
study abroad
experience in Namibia
BY GRACE BALDWIN
News Staff
Spending the day searching
tor and counting wildlife in Namibia , as well as fallin g asleep to
the sounds of hyenas and lions
roaring in the nig ht, has become
the norm for Sam Wasserman
' 16. who is currentl y spending
his semester abroad c o n d u c t i n g
field work and learning about
conservation in the country.
"It has been a goal [of mine]
to go to Africa and see the wildlife since I was a child, " said
Wasserman, who learned about
the Round River Conservation
Studies program t h r o u g h the
College 's department of OffCampus Studies. Onl y tour students are on the program, one

of which is a fellow Mule , Tay lor
Schlichting " 16.
As an environmental studies major, Wasserman is focusing his semester
abroad on conservation biology. He
is currentl y taking
five classes: Humans
and the Environment. Conservation
Biology. Field Methodology,
Human
Impacts on Ecology,
and Natural History
of Namibia.
"We don ' t reall y
take classes here
per se. Every day.
we are working in
the field and with
the local peop le
and wildlife, but
we do have readings and assignments that we need

Atypical
day...consists
of students
and group
leaderswaking
up at 5:30 am,
eatingaquick
breakfast, and
then getting
in their trucks
to conduct
wildlife surveys.

to complete.... I
love learning about
the animal behavior in different
areas of Namibia
with regard to the
human activity in
that area," Wasser
man said.
The
friendliness of the locals
in Namibia has
struck
Wasserman. "[The peop le
in Namibia] are
the most forgiving
and good-hearted
people." Wasserman said.
During his time.
Wasserman
has
immersed himself
in the N a m i b i a n
culture. "Life [in
Namibia] is defined by a person's
relationship with
their
livestock

Pottery Club will fundraise for Mid-Maine Homeless Shelter

"My favorite
part is being
completely
and totally
immersed
in the
environment,
culture [and]
context of the
thingsI am
studying—. I've
realized how
simple life
can be.... [it] is
extremely
liberating"
Sam Wasserman
Class of 2016
the program and lifestyle of living and learning in Africa. "My
favorite part is being comp letely
and totall y immersed in the environment , culture, context of the
things I am studying.... I' ve realized how simp le life can be. Liv-

ing without excess...is extremel y
liberating and fosters a very pure
kind of happiness ," he said.
A typical day on the Round
River Conservation program
consists of the students and
group leaders waking up at 5:30
a.m., eating a quick breakfast ,
and then getting in their trucks
to conduct wildlife surveys.
These surveys are done b y driv
ing throug h the wild c o u n t r y
and counting wildlife to deter
mine the age and sex of animals.
"The coolest t h i n g that has
happened so far is that whilecamping in the Hoanib riverbed, five young male lions came
into our camp just after we had
crawled into our tents. They
stood about ten yards from my
tent and were p laying with one
of our coolers., he said.
"We scared them off with
flashlig hts and loud noises, but
when they kept coming back,
we eventually had to get in our
trucks and chase them. They
were darting in front of the car
and diving in and out of the
bushes. It took us an hour and
a half to chase t h e m far enoug h
away," Wasserman continued.
Learning by hands on expert
ence has been the hi ghlig ht for
Wasserman, who loved the opp o r t u n i t y to appl y his in-class
learning to exp eriences in the
field and real life circumstanc
es. "When your work actually
matters to the peop le and the
environment around you, it 's rewarding on a whole new level, "
he explained.
Althoug h Wasserman understands that this form of stud yabroad is not for everyone, he
hig hl y recommends the pro
gram. He said, "[You should
consider the program] if you are
into e n v i r o n m e n t a l science and
t r a d i t i o n a l c u l t u r e s and are not
afraid to be dirty for long pen
ods of time. It 's an experience
that will shape my life.... My
goals in life and my i m m e d i a t e
interests have been heavily influenced by the experiences I've
had here. "
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Letter f rom the Editors:
In elementary school, many of us wen: atked regularly it> write a list of the things for
which we were thankful. Unull y, mis Inventory was scrawicd in Crayola on a handprint
at
tur^-and indu<led stock m*e^
Dunkamo*.
As we've grerwri, this list has become a bit iiKx^ownplicatedand has liievttabJy been met
with some of our collectivecoUcgiatecynicismWe<xwU easily ct^t a moody ptece listing
t^'i>lhmgv.*re^hanknjlfor"--tikesh ,ny internet access and that questionablelayerof
congealedfluids toppingmostof Sodexos chicken—butafter receiving some last -minute
inspirationfrom BuzzFeeds Nathan W Pyic we wantto reconsider why we should be
thankful for someof theprivilege thai lies in thesethings that peeveus during our everyday
life inside the Colby bubble.
HerctaliA of thinpth*the editorialstaff are thankral forr
ThoughI don't agree with (or evenfully understand)every way Colby spendsmoney,
I'm thankful for the Colby Fund, because I know that rame of & makesrnyeducation at the
Collegeposs&fc.
rmthankfidfor that eight-page papCTI have
sois care aboutmy comprehensionof thematerial andnn;
-abffitytovc*ceteinmyownwoids.
Itti tfiaiikfuIthatCoibyis52peicemfan^
thateventually the intelligent,strong,ground4iY«icingwonxnberecannriaaV
takeoverand
dedare otir reign over liberalarts—stan^wimaU-fenwfcstu^
istrahoii/racultyonandonuntuC^
we can aS smotecigarettes
andowngunsandbe&bionlyblack-«ndfemak^Jominantand
whfte high keyfayilwg MQefc.mrncbokotto fitamolr,
rmdBiMath*bm'j»fa»UWAL"MARTm<oji«ratt^lowlh«Ic«illKrlllybijy
When far the ptte affix backhome.
di essUig.And theirhen)griUedelwests.
Im tfaankfutthatI newhaweto goto Few... buttin thatCotiybBtthtecdcotaghaibto
e\rlimT
ghn»iw^^fi^f^»»iim*y t

fm thankfulthat I'm freakingout endlessly aboutstiidyiiigabro^becauseI Iwve theopportunity (becauseof Colby and my parents) to do so and experiencea new cuhure whtte
expandingmy world view.
fm thankful for the freezingMaine wintersand that bitter a. he m my fingertips, but
also becausethat cold brings snow. And mat snowbrings skiing- And snowmen...And
snowballfights)
fin thankfulthat I can complain aboutbowfreakingrK*my nx>mis becsuseat leastwere
lucky enough to haveheat in all of our oorrn roomsand m the academicbuildings.
I'm thankful for free press that lets me printswordslike sh't andf"ck, even ifmy HCs
wont
rm thankfulfor how strongmycalf muscles have gottenhavingtowall; uphill in the snow
bothways.
Im incredibly thankful for the custodianson campusbecausethey are so warm and
friendlyto us even though we make such a big messall thetime.
rmthankfulfor eventhehardestof papers,exams,and labsbecauseI knowtiiot meansthe
560k peryear k actuath/teachingme something.
HappyThanksgiving,Colby
Sincerely;
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Eat your heart out, Guantanamo:
on getting waterboarded
PETE: So are we continuing this
Watervillain attack scenario?
SAM: I think it 's pretty played out.
We need something new.
STEVE: Yeah.
PETE: What about i
like, they won in that see
nario and some Watervil
lains came and got to U!
like the Colby ieadershi;
and had to get informal!
out of us.
SAM: I dunno man.
PETE: What if they '
boarded us?
SAM: I mean if you wan
na get waterboarded...
[The next day]:
PETE: Ok. so what an
our gut reactions on havir
been waterboarded? 'Cuz n
SAM: First of all. that 's definitely
torture.
GRIFF: Yeah. Undeniably.
PETE: I mean , yes.
GRIFF: It 's only not torture in the
sense that we had the ability to stop
when we needed to.
SAM: In our particular case, we
shouldn't call it torture , butPETE: It was with consent. It 's all
about consent.

SAM: Yeah, but when is somebody
ever going to consent to torture?
PETE: Urn...last night? When we
SAM: Yeah.
GRIFF: Well yeah, by
definition you can't consensually torture someone.
SAM: So that's good, we
idn 't torture anyone!
ETE: Ruled that one out,
; should say something
' profound about this.
GRIFF: So what did you
reel like in the moment?
SAM: Like I was
drowning?
PETE:
Accidentall y
pouring too much water
ip my nose.
SAM: Well that 's why it
wasn't really torture. Would have
been interesting if after you had
[triggered the emergency release],
we had kept going for like ten seconds.
GRIFF: Well then we would have
been deeply psychologically both ered by it.
SAM: Dude, I was definitel y psychologically bothered by it.
PETE: We would not have come

back to the rest of our crew, like,
"Wow, we just got waterboarded!"
SAM: I think a lot of that was due
to the adrenaline. I don't really have
a concept of how much time that
took.
GRIFF: So how did we feel as the
waterboarders?
SAM: But waterboarding...we
just can't even compare what we did
to—
GRIFF: Not at all. We basically
drowned each other for fun.
SAM: That 's pretty messed up, if
you think about it.
GRIFF: We didn 't torture another
human being because we wanted
something out of them.
GRIFF: Sam definitel y lasted the
longest of us.
PETE: I think I lasted pretty long.
SAM: That 's a bizarre masculinity
thing now.
GRIFF: "I got waterboarded way
longer than you! You're a p"""1,
man!"
PETE: The fact that we did this in
the first place, I mean, publicity.
GRIFF: It becomes a competition ,
who can get waterboarded the most.
PETE: Colby waterboarding club?
SAM: I don't think they would
fund that.

Musings from Colby College's Foremost Cheese Expert

The science of (cheese) tasting
We do not eat solel y to survive
but also for pleasure and enjoyment. The sense of taste assists
us in debunking the omnivore 's
dilemma, the daily conundrum of
what to eat. Taste solvt
dilemma by allowing I
mans to discern not onl
what is going to be a pal
atable and pleasurablt
experience but also wha t
food will provide a nutri
tious meal.
A taste experience is |
duced when a compound reacts
with the taste bud receptors located
within the fung iform papillae of
the tongue. These receptors vary
in specialization and are geared
towards specific substances. For
example a salt compound has a
specific receptor that will yield a
response to the specific compound.
The combination of this input to

the brain from receptors creates the
sensation of taste.
There are five specific types of
taste receptors , each corresponding to one of the five flavors. They
/eet. salty, sour, bitter ,
1 umaini Each of these
ivors corresponds to diferent compounds: sweet
(impounds are glucose
>ased, salty compounds
re salts, sour commands are acidic, bitter
pounds are basic , and
umami compounds are derived
from glutamate. These five tastes
form what is termed complex taste;
combined with a variety of other
factors such as sight , hearing, reward , and habituation , the sense of
taste is formed.
Yet this is onl y the literal sense
of taste. Si g ht and smell also play
a huge role in the taste system.

Thoug h taste is originally an evolutionary mechanism to avoid
poisonous and rotten foods (bases
and acids).
Nowadays, we don't heat just to
survive; we get to eat for pleasure.
So with some basic food neurop hsych in mind , let 's examine a beer
and cheese pairing. Let 's imagine
the flavor profiles of a stout with
a blue cheese. The light notes of
chocolate in a blue cheese meet up
with the same notes in the stout
and create a literal dessert party in
your mouth.
Fun Fact: sweet receptor pathways in the brain yield dopaminergic responses... so it 's literall y
a "dope" pairing. Next time you
break into a cheese or pop a beer,
think about all that is happening
between the foods hitting your
tongue and the inevitable smile on
your face after a good pairing.

The Big Zebrowski

Cake: a truly sorry excuse for pie

Everyone has that one day
of the week when they 're being
buried in stress, down on themselves and looking for lig ht in a
cruel world. We all cope with it
in different ways. Some read ,
some watch movies , some hang
out with friends and some even
exercise. I eat pie.
I call a day like this
Day." thoug h in truth F
Day is any day you neei
pie. which is probabl y
every day of the week.
You can imag ine my
shock when on pie day
Bobs had no pie. As
result , the closest th
to pie of the week is I
White Cake, or as I like to call it,
"Not Pie "
The p lating of the Not Pie was
average in every way possible. It
was simp ly a three-dimensional white rectang le, with a dark
brown chocolate frosting on top.
Plated a little sloppy, the dish
was far from Lad y Gaga , having
about the interest as the top of an
office desk. If you wanted to replicate the p lating at home , you

could simpl y place your calculator upon a plate , or a cardboard
bux upon the floor.
The texture of the pie was neither smooth nor moist. When
I first tried to eat it , the dark
frosting tore off from the very
top layer of the white cake. This
m contributed to a fail
of the dish to combine
xturally in my mouth,
is the frosting did little
to integrate with the
actual bod y of the cake.
In addition, the actual
cake, while not dry,
'as lacking the moisture
:essary
for a great cake.
¦
wetness is necessary
for any good baked good: muffins , dessert bread , cookies and
especiall y cake.
Textural problems aside, the
taste of the Not Pie was about
average for its class. The white
cake had little special about it ,
having all the excitement of a
confetti cake without the rainbow sprinkles. Fortunately, the
chocolate frosting still contained the sweet fix college stu-

dents need. Chocolate , in general , being the li quid of the gods,
the slab of chocolate was worth
eating the lackluster cake.
College regular Ben Broug ham
was far from impressed. "It reall y lives up to the name 'shitty
white cake,'" he said. He was
equall y disappointed that Bobs
did not have pie that day, and
had settled on the Not Pie as the
closest tiling to pie. Broug ham
sat there with a mound of crumbled white cake on his plate ,
having eaten the frosting first.
Looking disdainfull y down at
the pile , he uttered it would
more accuratel y be classified as
a "most crumbly biscuit."
With an unimpressive p lating, texture, and taste , as well as
a negative take from Broug ham ,
the Not Pie clearl y has little going for it. Then again, what can
we realisticall y expect from
something that isn 't pie? On a
scale of 1 to banana cream , the
Not Pie is equivalent to trying to
find the area of a circle without a
calculator: it onl y creates a longing for pie.

Dorm damage: Colb y 's latest form of classism
Currently, my student account tells
me that I owe $ 155.50 for dorm damage even though I have never commited any damage to Colby property.
But last year, I lived in Heights. Of all
Colby's dorms . Heights is invariably
regarded as the quintessential "party and- get- trashed dorm,
reputation definitel y f<
ters a dangerous culturof exorbitant drinking;
but in terms of dormdamage, its reputation
also gives impetus to utter irrationality and vols
tility. So, after becom
aware of my new dorm
age expenses—wnicn came aDout
not because of my own choices, but
through the asinine and thoroughgoing selfishness of others—I asked
myself wh y so many students have
little regard for the upkeep and preservation of Colby property. I also
wondered wh y students would
want to trash fellow students' living
spaces. As I considered all of these
questions , I thought about the socioeconomic implications of the

dorm-damage in Hei ghts.
I come from a lower-class, Hispanic family who works—labors—
for every nickel and dime earned. So
as a kid, I almost always cherished
and took care of the property given
to me—sometimes because I was
:o, but ottentimes because 1
ew that whatever I received
/as a product of love and la
aor. As an adult, those values
of preservation and cherishment translate into a general
respect for property: public
id private, man-made and
ural. Therefore, I do not enn dorm-damage. However,
otners do, ana to sucn a aegree mat
I wonder if some have mental health
issues or pent-up sexual frustration
in desperate need of addressing.
In the same way that my upbringing influences my relationship with the environment around
me, I believe that the same notion
is true for the miscreant students
who do engage in destroying Colby space and property. Most of
these people always seem to be of

a privileged background—mostl y
upper-middle class and white,
based on my many observations.
And while I have many friends
that fit the privileged profile who
do not engage in dorm-damage, all
of the under-privileged students I
know don't deign to commit such
idiotic debauchery.
In my opinion , the cohort of privileged students at Colby who engage
in dorm-damage do so because they
have no sense of financial burden;
if they were poor, $300 for broken
vending machine parts might not
seem like so small an issue. As James
Baldwin once said: "It's expensive to
be poor." For the privileged Colby
students who love to break stuff,
however, it's cheap to be financially
wasteful through vandalism.
In addition , I attribute the lack
of care with which dorm damage is
done to ignorance and selfishness.
As these students commit dormdamage, they inevitabl y push the
financial burdened onto students
who cannot afford to bear such extra costs. In this way, Colby 's cam-

pus is experiencing a potent kind
of class-conflict; and its not being
waged by poor students , either.
As Colby's tuition continues to increase annually, expenses not covered
by grants or loans also grow. Under
such circumstances, extra expenses
for dorm-damage can't be borne by
Colby's poorer students. However,
this fact isn't considered by the privileged few who do dorm damage, as
evidenced by the ongoing nature of
the problem in places tike Heights, the
Alfond Apartments and Dana.
While a redress of the system system (in which all students bear the
financial onus of dorm-damage irrespective of one's Dorm situation)
would do its part in lowering costs
for students, it doesn't address the essential issue: an utter lack of respect
for the property that many people—
older women and men from PPD, in
addition to careful students—work
hard to clean and preserve, so that
our next generation of Colby students might have safe and clean
housing. So in devising methods to
stem dorm damage—which includes

revamping the system of payment for
such damage already in place—we as
a community need to make sure we
hold individuals responsible and incentivize dorm-damage abstinence.
That is paramount.
Nevertheless, as with any problem, we need to begin addressing the
underlying issues—even if they are
inherendy related to issues of class
and privilege. We are, as students,
asked to engage in this sort of deep
investigation and solution finding almost everyday, so I am confident that
our community is up to the task.
I also hope that the students who
do break things on weekends understand how dangerous their van
dalistic activities are—not only for
the sake of Colby property, but also
for the sake of the students here of
lower socioeconomic backgrounds.
If I can't pay for my growing dormdamage bills, how can I feel safe in
attending Colby? How can I trust
that the people of my community
care about my issues as they relate to
the burden of paying for bills I didn't
create? Think about it this weekend.

,

I Reflections of a Scared Shitless Senior

Sam's Soapbox

s Disconnect
A case for being broke and happy Reconnect
The last three and a half years of
college have been a lesson in "What
to Care About." And I realized that in
high school I'd been doing it wrong.
Note well: this is a soap box
editorial about following
heart , so you'll want to
on board or move on.
I spent all of hig h
school fi ghting to be in
the Top Ten. I played
year- round soccer to
be captain of the varsit
team. I put in my hours
community service at sc
and in town. And I tried to make
some lasting friends on the side.
Meanwhile, I was bored as hell in
most of my classes, hated my soccer coach , volunteered for student
council because nobod y else would
' help set up for school dances and
my friends...it took me until about
junior year to get that part right.
And here I am , a senior in college, wondering how I've done the
second time around.
We're taught to live for the future: do all the right things to get
into a good college to get a good
job to get a nice house to hold your
1.7 children , 1.5 dogs and 3.6 goldfish , move up in the job ranks, save
your money in case of fill-in-theblank misstep or catastrophe, and
send children to college to start it
all over again.
I don 't buy it anymore.

I'm a good student. But I'm not
a perfect student. Though I admittedly keep an eye on my academic
record, I complete an assignment to
the best of my ability, hand it in and
;o. I go out on the weekis. I go to talks and perfortances on the weekdays. I
;et off campus in the middle of the day. Hell, I even
manage to visit my famil y
every once in a while.
Remember that grades
; subjective. GPA is a
>er. And rank....I recentl y
heard a rumor that one ot my classmates is in the bottom fifty of the
class with a 2.7. That's a C, folks. If
those are the rankings we're carefully filed into based on .001 of a point
(when a C is supposed to be average" by most academic standards)
we've got a whole different can of
worms to deal with.
I'm not a resume builder. My extracurriculars may look alright on a
job application , but I'm doing them
because I totally dig them. I wouldn't
commit 20 hours a week to the Echo
or help people with rough drafts of
lab reports (which I assure you is no
easy feat for an English major) if I
didn 't LOVE what I m doing. Sure, I
don't enjoy it every minute of every
meeting or shift, but at the end of
the day, as I slump down exhausted
in bed, I know I ve poured myself
into things I care about.

In participating in activities I enjoy, I am figuring out what skills I
have and where my passions lie—
and those things will help me later
(or rather, now...) as I'm looking
for jobs. But that causality is important—don 't do things now for the
person in the blazer you anticipate
seeing in an interview in two years.
So, to my wee baby first years
who are still young and dewy eyed
and just beginning their optimistic
trek down the path to success, and
we seniors who inch warily towards
the finish line with trembling knees
and fear in our hearts, here's my
wizened wisdom: prioritize. Your
passions will lead you towards the
most fulfilling (though admittedl y
perhaps not the most lucrative) career, job opportunity or adventure.
Work hard on the academics you
care about , while also recognizing
that there are only so many chances
to catch a free poetry reading or see
your peers crack jokes to a crowded
auditorium or casuall y hang out
with and pick the brains of Gloria
Steinham, Jonathan Safran Foer or
Coach Hermann Boone.
"Following your heart" may be a
state ideal, and I might be your broken record. But scan your mental todo list. What's on it? Are any of those
things making you happy? Igniting
excitement? Feeding a passion? How
far down on your list are they?
It's not too late to prioritize.

It's that time of year again. Thanksgiving break is so dose, and yet three
papers,a-Spanish exam, and a lab away
And that's on top of the myriad of commitments and meetings that
everyday.We're all busy.I can't t
count the number of times L
said "I really wish I could ham
out with my friends more'
when in the library on a pub
night, bar night, or any other
social event this semester.
So you might think that
would be the perfect Candida
participate in The Colby Reconnect,"
which (according to the Facebook page)
is: "a day where we encourage all members of our community turn cell phones
off from 9a.m. to 9p.m. Imagine a day
where we float around the Hill and cant
contact our peers except by talking with
them face to face, can't check our Facebook while standing in a lunch line, and
only read our e-mails when we're sitting
at a computer. You'd be surprised what
you see in a day when you're not looking down."
That-sounds wonderful I would absolutely love to disconnectfrom everything. But the simple fact of the matter
is that I can't At Colby, having a smartphone on which I can constantly check
email is almost an expectation, and God
forbid I forgot about a meeting that I
wassupposedto go to. My calendar is in
my phone, so as Im darting from Miller
to lunch, I'm checking to make sure I
haven't forgotten to do a reading. If my

mother calls and I do not answer, you
can be sure each of my roommates will
receive a frantic she-aidnt-pick-up-herphone-shes' -dead in-a-ditch call.
¦these are extreme possibili, maybe I could make a little
lore effort to write things
down on paper. But I will
take anything that gives
me less stress during the
most stressful time of the
semester. And texting is the
nly way (usually) to keep in
ch with friends from home.
Those texts may not be face to face
conversations, but I'll take what I can
get if it's either take a bus to New York
City just to ask how she's doing or not
hear from her at ail.
Still, I see many positives in the Colby Reconnect Day. When I'm at lunch,
I don't appreciate it when whoever I'm
sitting with decides that whatever is
happening on Facebook must be more
important than our conversation. So I
propose a different day of reconnecting The underlying point of the day is
to have more face-to-face interactions
with peers. So why not make a coffee
date with a friend you haven't seen in
forever? When you re at a meal, check
your phone before, and then commit to
leaving it in your coat pocket for the rest
of the time. Ybu'll still be able to hear it
if it rings and it's an urgent call, but at
least that allows you to Reconnectwith
peers without feelinglike you're disconnecting from all of your responsibilities.

The Unpopular Opinion

Villified revitalization: in defense of gentrification
When getting off the Metro at
Shaw, Nick Merrill '14 told me to get
off at the S St. & 7th St. NW exit and
avoid the R & 8th one. It was my 22nd
birthday in a foreign city and after
work Nick had invited me to have
drinks with him in Washington, D.C^s
Shaw neighborhood. He had found a
new bar, specializing in sherry and artisan prosciutto and I was happy to try
anything once.
Of course, in contemplati
someone even thinks of rr
ing a bar devoted to shen
and glorified bacon, I forgo
about Nick's advice and exited on R & 8th St. As I came
off the elevator, I could see
wh y he had warned me. Tw
cop cars were parked on ti
curb, idling as the occur,
lazily scanned the rows of
brick subsidized apartments and dilapidated Victorian row houses. But
as I walked up the block to the bar, the
buildings abruptl y went from shabby
to swanky, epitomized by the bar in
question being flanked by a microbrewery and a niche soul food parlor
entitled Southern Efficiency.

It was with this frame of reference
that I was surprised when I found out
Shaw was once a mecca for AfricanAmerican culture and academia. The
birthplace of Duke Ellington and
home of Howard University, Shaw
was a thriving satellite of the Harlem
Renaissance until the 1968 D.C. Riots
brought the community to economic
decay. However, in recent years, the
neighborhood's central location in
¦tnct have caused an msurce of young professionals
id places that sell $13 pork
iml kale sausages.
It is no wonder that gentrification has become a
dirty word—one that conures images of young oldioney professionals teardown the homes of poor
color in place of vegan free
trade coffee shops and eco-friendl y
apartment complexes. Gentrification
has become synonymous with erasing
a neighborhood's culture and perpetuating cycles of racial inequality. How
can there be an upside?
While I believe that what has happenedin Shaw is tragic in terms of the

history that is being paved over, I have
one other anecdote illustrating why
gentrification can be positive. During
the late 1980s, my parents lived in an
apartment on Florida Avenue, about
two blocks from U St. When my dad
visited me this summer, he showed
me the building before we decided to
walk through Meridian Park, a scenic
block of ponds, waterfalls and trees.
While we walked past the beautiful
art deco architecture and picnickers,
my dad told me how that was the first
time he had entered the park. The year
he had lived there. Meridian Park was
a drug park, with guns and overdoses
leading to more than a few deaths.
Like Shaw, the U Street corridor has
a storied place in D.C's African American history. Until Harlem overtook it ,
the neighborhood was the U.Si largest urban African American community. Following the 1968 DC. Riots, it
too fell into a state of economic lethargy and drug trafficking. And finally,
in recent years, it has seen widespread
development, including luxury apartments and upscale dining options.
And yet, as journalist Garance
Franke-Rute points out , "black popu-

lation loss in the [U Street] neighborhood actually slowed as gentrification
picked up." This is echoed by Steve
Conn, a history professor at Temple
University, who found that "poor and
working-class residents in gentrifying
neighborhoods were 15 percent less
likely to move out than residents with
similar socioeconomic profiles in
other neighborhoods in the city." This
stems primarily from the decrease in
crime and increase in services, like
education that come with development. While some residents may have
to pay a little more, many are happy
to pay these premiums. Likewise, with
the addition of mandated permanent
affordable housing, diverse socioeconomic groups are guaranteed to stay
in the community.
While some may bemoan U Street 's
move away from its historic AfricanAmerican roots, 1 believe the corridor
has been sufficient in giving homage
to its history—with the construction
of the Langston Hughes Lofts and
Duke Ellington Apartments—while
becoming one of the most diverse
neighborhoods in D.C. in recent
years. Not to mention , despite its his-

torical importance. U Street is merely
the latest neighborhood in flux. After
all, before becoming an iconic homosexual haven, the Castro in San
Francisco was a working-class IrishCatholic neighborhood. Before the
Great Migration , Harlem was home
to Dutch , English , Jewish and Italian
families (though this demographic
change came under decidedly unsavory and racist circumstances).
Gentrification has gotten a bad rap.
While it is sadly inevitable that some
low-income residents will be pushed
out of these neighborhoods, the number is far lower then if no gentrification were to occur. Similarly, as seen in
the gentrification of Boston's Southie
and Charleston neighborhoods, development can be slowed to allow
long-time residents to acclimate to the
changes. When done correctl y, gentrification creates happier communities.
It improves schools, decreases crimes
and creates businesses that will cater
to a diverse socioeconomic community. In cities and neighborhoods that
are in states of economic stagnation,
this sounds like a no brainer. Take
notes, Waterville.

Backstage Pass

Orlando strongest in comedic performances

Nearly eig ht years ago. a
voting and naive younger brother of a Hamilton first year attended , along with his parents
on the college's lamil y visiting
weekend, a student production of some stage p lay
whose name has since
ed him. The e x p e r i e i
not only hig hlig hted hi;
also emp hasized anc
empowered all the unfortunate
stereotypes
that float around con
cerning
small- budgt
college theatre prodi
tions: excessivel y flar
ant but senseless dance routines , painfull y cringeworthy
overacting b y a drama student
still exasperated by his Julliard
rejection letter and narrativel y
extraneous simulations of sex
acts staged in manners seeming ly designed to induce horror
in the actresses ' parents. 1 imagine the production was created
entirel y deliberatel y, with the
hopes that it would warn the
young eig hth grader never to
make the mistake of attending
a collegiate theatre production
again. The message succeeded ,
and he stayed far away—until
last Thursday n i g h t .
Thankfully, Orlando was not
staged at Hamilton.
The cast was
small, with several actors p laying more than one
part — with
the
notable exception
of Orlando — and
the script quite
successfull y emp loyed the rather
uncommon,
but
always
difficult
tactic ol integrated narration. The
cast , titular character
included ,
seamlessl y transitioned from lines
ol dialo gue to expository narration
and back again,
usuall y
marking
the t u r n i n g points
b y changes in accents. For their third-person
recitations, the actors adopted
their pedestrian American voices, which they soug ht to contrast
with period accents appropriate
to the several centuries and locales of the past in which the
p lay 's story takes place. For the
most part, the sty le worked. Par-

ticularl y in the case of Orlando
himself (when, earl y in the p lay,
he could indeed be described as
a he), the rather objective description of facts harmonized
well with the character 's occanedic bemusement at
n circumstances.
>rlando was assigned
a young man (Emery
.awrence 17) who had
i good deal of comedic
alent. His strongest
noments in the p lay
ere when he was able to
his character 's youthiosity and enthusiasm
to his benefit. When called upon
to be reserved, as in one rather
amusing sequence with a sexuall y aggressive nobleman(/woman). he remained so. channeling
the repressed mannerisms of a
chaste lad y of the court. When
he was instead required to inject
his character with more activity
and energy, he proved capable
as well-frequentl y deli ghting in
boyish p lay with his prop sword.
(On the topic of hig h-energy
p erformances, this review would
be remiss to leave out the exceptionall y animated performance
of Claire Muscat ' 17 . the actress
laying the aforementioned noC leman. It was, however, on occasion undeniabl y
a tad overboard.)
For
all
the
comedic
play 's
successes, it was
unfortunately not
a straig ht comedy.
"Unfortunately" because the
show 's dramatic
elements
were
more uneven than
its attempts at humor. Thoug h the
decision to distinguish between
narration and dialogue b y means
of accent changes
worked well as a
m a n n e r of practicality, it appeared
too much of a
burden for the entirety of the cast
to appropriatel y bear.
Many ot the chorus members
and. sadl y, Orlando as well ,
took their direction to emp loy
foreign accents to the hig hest
levels of e n t h u s i a s m they could,
and succeeded onl y occasionall y. Thoug h Orlando p iayed a
fine comic, his British accent

would be described as Dinkligian at best and akin to Keanu
Reeves in Dracula at worst. The
nature of such a sound is , one
can easil y imagine, more t h a n a
bit distracting.
Accents are difficult, of
course, and the cast does deserve credit for a t t e m p t i n g a
difficult period piece. Hol l ywood producers often hesitate
on artsy period pieces because
they are so expensive, and if not
aestheticall y perfect, can readil y look cheap and half-hearted.
The beatnik solution was to
perform Shakespeare in jeans
and black t - s h i r t s with minimalist sets and props; Colby 's
was somewhere between m i n i malism and Julie Taymor. and
was the worse for its indecisiveness. Atmospheric sound
effects
occasionall y
seeped

throug h Strider Theater 's audio
system at such a weak volume
and thickness that they seemed
unsure of whether they wanted
themselves to be acknowled ged
or even heard. The sparse lig hting dimmed and brightened
now and again, and a sing le fixture was carried around for apparent dramatic eff ect towards
the end, but they looked as
thoug h they were present simp ly because the producers felt
lig hting was an i m p o r t a n t aspect of a production , but were
unsure of how properl y to use
it. I am reminded of a Roger Ebert review; in describing Battlefield Earth, he wrote . The director...has learned from better
films that directors sometimes
tilt their cameras, but he has
not learned why."
I am glad that the Department

of Theater and Dance did not attempt a grandiose production with
elaborate costumes, long-winded
monologues and ridiculous set
desi gns, but perhaps , given their
apparent abilities in executing the
mid-range production they aimed
for, they should instead have opted for a more reserved approach.
It is difficult to describe hearing
an actor-turned-stage hand loudly scraping a white ladder across
the stage floor as anything but
reminiscent of an off-brand local theatre group in some small
town in back country Vermont. It
is a shame that such a comparison
comes to mind , because the actors
themselves were quite clearl y enthusiastic and passionate , and for
the large part quite capable. They
were merely lost in a production
that ought to have been fundamentall y rethoug ht.

Orlando was
assigned to a
young man
(Emery
Lawrence '17)
who had a
good deal
of comedic
talent

Screenpass

Birdman: a satirical portrait of Hollywood actors
Birdman or the Unexpected Virtue of Being Ignorant, directed by
Alejandro Iharntu. follows Rig
gan Thompson (p layed by Mi
chael Keaton), a washed-up Holl ywood actor who may or may not
have superpowers.
Kiggan is famous tor
the superhero icon Birdn
before he steps away froi
the role. Now, he is try
ing to change his caree
and his legacy by writing
directing and starring n
a Broadway play based oi
.i Raymond Carver sto
Days before the show i
one of the actors is injured onset and
is rep laced by the popular and crazy
stage actor Mike Shiner (a terrific
Edward Norton).
In addition to Mike. Riggans best
friend/manager, lake (Zach Galifi
dnakis); his daug hter. Sam {hmma
Stone), his girlfriend . Laura (Andrea
Riseborough); and the plays lead actress. Lesley (Naomi Watts) .ill try to
keep the project afloat. Sometimes,
so many big names in one movie
can resuli in stale performances and

flat plotlines. Not here. Their relationships intertwine in ways that are
compelling, funny, stirring and usuall y unethical.
In an era where superhero movies
arrive every three months and make
billions. Riggan is trying to prove
pping away was the right
ice. The fact that Riggan
played by Michael Keaton
nakes Birdman more fun.
Keaton walked away from
the role of Batman after
he first two films back in
992. You can 't hel p but
nk a little bit of Keaton '
irities about the decision
bled into Riggan
Most of the film takes place in
or around the play 's theater and the
small set helps give the film structure
Inarntu uses long takes for the entire
him. Instead of cutting from Kiggan
to Mike, the camera leaves Riggan's
dressing rooms, gl ides down a hallway
past a panicked fake, upa stairwell and
onto a balcony where Mike is smoking
and flirting with Sam It 's enveloping.
Tins plus the drum heavy, strangel y
paced soundtrack keep you on your

toes. There's no escaping the world of
Birdman. 'Ihats the way it should be
Birdman is both a moving personal drama and a preposterous
satire. Whenever the film gets too
serious, Iharntu reels it in with
comed y, like Riggan sprinting
down Broadway in his underwear
or Mike explaining how he can onl y
get it up on stage. It 's that balance
that makes the him riveting.
Inarntu 's film pokes fun at Hol lywood, Broadway and the people
who live in those worlds, but it
doesn't require any knowled ge of the
movie industry. It 's not reall y about
the business, but as the title suggests,
the unexpected virtues of life.
When Riggan says to himself,
"people, they love blood. They love
action. Not this talk y, depressing,
philosophical bullshit. ' it 's a selL
reflexive critique of the play and the
film. It also misses the point. For Riggan and his d ysfunctional gang, success will come from their intricacies
and foibles, not the facades they hide
behind. It 's not about the play, but the
people in it. Iharritu listens lo his own
advice, and Hirdmun is a success.

Poet E vie Shock ley

Hipnotik performers put on fall show in Page

contemp lates ide ntity
BY SIMONE LEUNG
Asst. Features Editor
"Who belon gs where often
depends on who belonged to
who ," read Evie Shockley, the
a u t h o r of A Half-red Sea and
The New Black , on Nov. 11 in
Miller Library. The aforementioned line comes from Shockley 's poem , " Improper(ty) Behavior ," which illustrates one
black woman 's failed attempts
at fitting into the Chicago club
scene and her realization that
her skin color will inevitabl y
affect her experience.
Shockley 's poems often address racial issues in contemporary society against the backdrop of Americas racial history.
Her more recent work in The
New Black is aimed at revealing
"the meaning of race in America now," Shockley said.
Visiting Assistant Professor of Eng lish Rachel Fl ynn
was i n s t r u m e n t a l in brin ging
Shockley to campus and introducing Colb y students to
Shockley s work in her poetry
courses. She said. "Evie Shockley 's reading disp layed how
deep ly h u m a n and h u m a n e her
vision as a poet is. She 's able to
bring formally inventive work
a t r e m e n d o u s mix of influences
and issues." Fl ynn said. "She elegantl y and urgently combines
jazz standards , modern art ,
and pop c u l t u r e references to
address concerns of race , gender , identity, and inequality.
Shockley 's poems associate in
ways that reach back to histor y
and forward to consequence.
The poems are often p lay ful in
their language and darkly humorous in their t u r n s , but the
music and metaphors nearl y always drive toward awareness of
serious and complicated injustice in our c o u n t r y and world."
She continued, "Evie Shockley,
thoug h soft-spoken , is in no
way mild. Her poetry and her
poetics take on with electric
wisdom some of the most intractable and relevant social issues of our time."
At the reading, Shockley talked about a conversation she had
with her mom , who grew up in
the |im Crow era , in which her
mom said that there were some
positive aspects of having segregated schools. Althoug h taken aback by her mother 's words,
Shockley also found herself
facing her students' varied , unexpected opinions about race.
"How you understand race depends on when you entered the
stream of history....The journey is different for everyone,"
Shockley said.
While Shockley's poems delve
into serious issues in America ,
such as racial tension and feelings of exclusion by minority
groups , she surprised the audience with her melodic voice.
She even sang parts of her poems. "What struck me about
her reading was that there was
something so gentle and calm
about her presence even when
she was reading these incredibly intense and u rgent poems ,"
said Maya Ramakrishnan '16.
Her poems "took on new life
as she performed them ," added
Alex Sarapp o '16.
Shockley s soothing voice juxtaposed her powerful poetry,
which tends to "(make] the per-

sonal political and the political
fersonal... .Hearing Evie read
her poems]—sometimes even
sing them—made me understand how poetry can tell a much
bigger story than just the few
words on the page ," said Laura
Rosenthal ' 15. "Evie was asking
questions that we often grapp le
with [in] class: 'Are Africans
American? Are African Americans multinational?' I loved how
Evie was not afraid to ask these
difficult questions in a creative
setting. Althoug h they are sharp
and serious, the questions seem
much more approachable if they
are asked in a poem ," added Allison Stertzer '17.
In one instance , Shockley
instructed the audience to "let
the poem wash over " them.
John Tortorello ' 15 said , "Desp ite her serious and potentiall y lofty topics...I felt that
Shockley reall y connected with
every bod y in the room , which
is quite a feat if you consider
the fact that most of the peop le
in the room were perpetuall y
distracted college students....
She was soft spoke n , yet used
enthusiastic gestures, and she
frequentl y checked in with
her audience, asking 'How are
you doing ?' more t h a n once
throug hout her reading. Her
words invoked both powerful
visuals and critical questions
about the current state of social norms."
Catherine Maguire ' 15 . however, expressed disappointment
at Shockley 's reading. "[1] had
read ("A Tnousand Words "] but
not much else, so I...figured her
other writing would have similar weighty yet unapologeticalt y
blunt political content. I was incorrect. Evie did a lot of apologizing. After each poem of significance, she would comment
about how it was necessary but
now she would move to something lig hter to ease the room.
I wasn 't there to be comforted. I
was there to have my creativity
sparked ," she said.
During the reading, Shockley
discussed the influences on her
work and said she once found
inspiration online after reading
about a man who sold his blackness on eBay. Shockley finds
insp iration everywhere: recent
global events , artwork , a song
her mother sang to her when
she was a child and the experience of walking outdoors without any artificial lig ht nearby.
Shockley explained that "a
thousand words ," one of her
more popular pieces among
Colby students , was written rig ht after p hotos of Abu
Ghraib were released for the
first time. "I thoug ht a lot about
how America responded to pictures in a way they didn 't respond to reports....Words do a
different kind of work and it 's
just as important," Shockley
said. Although she did not ori ginall y p lan to read "A Thousand
Words ," Shockley performed it
at the insistence of the audience
at the end of the reading.
The poem took 12 minutes to
read and "ran the emotional gamut from harrowing to humorous ,"
said Sarappo. Rosenthal added ,
"Listening to her read the poem
reminded me that poetry is more
than just analyzing line breaks
and punctuation placement and
imagery. It 's about the power of
words to evoke emotions."
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Sorority Rushing

Introduction to GoinGlobal
7:00 PM / Lovejoy 205
Music at Colby Series: Bach
7:30 PM I Lorimer Chapel

l Men's Basketball vs. Daniel Webster
5:00 P M / Wadsworth Gymnasium
Women's Ice Hockey vs. Bowdoin
7:00 PM I Ice Hockey Rink

Men's Basketball
vs. Endicott or Plymouth State
1:00 PM I Wadsworth Gymnasium

Su-do-ku!

Women's Basketball vs. MIT
5:00 PM I Wadsworth Gymnasium

Pottery Club Holiday Sale Proceeds go to the
Mid-Maine Homeless Shelter
9:00 AM - 3:00 PM / Page Commons I
I
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This week sorority rushing is on. It is the period when
Greek letter societies and their prospective members get
acquainted and definite choices are made.
To the freshman who lias never been in contact with
sororities before, a question is raised—"What does sorority mean to me?" The answer to this question determines of course whether a girl will choose to join n
society or remain independent and non-sorority.
Careful consideration must be given to. both the merits
and demerits and personal inclination will point the way
to the course that offers the greatest satisfaction to the
Individual concerned.
New bonds of friendship, common ideals, and warm
unity often arise from membership in sororitieB and a
rich addition may be added to the life of the college girl.
However, membership in a sorority is not essential to
success in college, as is clearly evidenced by the fact that
many of the leading positions on our campus are held
by hon-sorority girls. There oi-o many other activities
that' are equally as rewarding for the individual. Many
do' not wish to set themselves off from college society in
ah exclusive group.
The decision as to which way & girt -vishes to go mast
be ...ade after careful consideration and weighing of vulues if she wishes to attain the positive value of cither
course.
Examine the merits and demerits of sororities, weigh
them in your mind, and then reach an intelligent and reH, K.
warding decision.

Film Viewing: Apache 8
12:00 P M I Pugh Center
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Squash Sweeps Boston Tour '
BY HENRY HOLTZER
Staff Writer
Colby Men 's Squash started
the season off strongly with two
convincing wins over MIT and
Northeastern. The Mules won
both matches 9-0 as each Colby
player was able to defeat his opponent. Colby finished last season ranked 23rd in the nation and
was able to assert its dominance
over weaker squads from unranked MIT ana Northeastern.
The Mules feature some new tal-

ent this season , as three freshmen
have found themselves in the top
nine for the Mules, with Will McBrian ' 18 slotting in at the number
one seed. Ben Kwass ' 18 is playing
at the three currently, and Andrew
Swapp ' 18 playing at the ei ghth
seed. Sophomore
standounts
Hugh Doherty '17 and Patrick
McCarth y " 17 return after successful summers getting extra time
on the court. Doherty played this
past weekend at the six, while McCarthy played at the four. Doherty
gained valuable experience over
the summer working for the nonprofit CitySquash, where he was
able to play every day.
McCarthy was optimistic about
the team's chances this season. "1
see myself doing pretty well at the
four," he said. I think we have
top to bottom depth on the squad
this year. We certainly have some
matchups that will pose problems
for other teams. All we need to do
is exploit these matchups and everything will work itself out."
C.J. Smith " 16 and Yuga Koda
'16 played at the second and fifth
spots respectively this past Saturday. The two are looking to build
off of last year's successful season ,
during which Smith played at the
number one spot. This past weekend marks the first time in a while
that a member of the Smith family

Devastator of the Week

hasn't played the number one position for the Mules squash team.
Smith also highlighted the team's
overall depth this season. He says,
"There's just a lot more competition this year, from both the firstyears and the returners. It's simply
awesome to see. I think we're going to have a good season this year,
and I'm really excited to see how it
plays out."
Rounding out the ladder are seniors John Eder ' 15 and Captain
Ben York '15, who are playing at
the seven and nine spots. York is
looking forward to his fourth consecutive season wearing the royal
and priscilla. Eder is the pride of
West Hartford, Connecticut and
looks to improve upon his 36-23
overall record in his senior year.
These two crafty veterans look to
bring a level of consistency to the
bottom of the ladder that wasn't
seen last season.
After the top nine, there is some
stiff competition for the tenth and
final travel spot. Right now, Greg
Ho '16 has the inside track to trav- ,
el with the team, however he also
has Andrew Beacham '17, Todd
Manely ' 17, and Matt Epstein ' 18
nipping right on his heels. With
the addition of three freshman
and previously unseen depth, the
Mules will definitel y be a threat on
the courts this season.

M. Hockey Winless in Two Qr^anneWoHmgton
'16
BY PETE CRONKITE
Sports Editor

One could make a strong argument that there is no sporting
event more highly anticipated
at Colby than the men's hockey
home game against Bowdoin.
Rivalry aside , campus interest in
the Colby team is always hig h ,
and attendance for the first two
tames of the 2014-15 season —
oth at Harold Alfond Arenawould indicate that that this year
is no different.
As if the strong (relative to
Colby standards) crowds at home
games were not enoug h , the
Mules this year will also enjoy a
new contract with the Northeast
Sports Network (NSN).
The Mules are in full preperatory swing for the upcoming Bowdoin game. Their first
two games were against traditionally-strong in-league opponents—Williams ana Middlebury respectivel y—and they put
forward rather strong showings
in each matchup.
In the first game of the season,
the Ephs came all the way up to
Waterville expecting stiff resis-

tance , and for the better p art
of the game, they received it.
Against a Colby defensive corps
that features several underclassmen in front of a freshman goalkeeper, Williams was kept to a
1-goal lead at the end of the first.
Thoug h the visitors would go on
to victory from two more goals
in the third, both by freshman
C.J. Shugart , the game was tig htl y
contested throughout.
The 4-2 final scorline understated the Mules ' competitve
p lay. Emerson Verrier '18, the

team 's first-year starter , bounced
back the next day with a particularl y impressive 31-save effort
against Middlebury. His performance hel ped buoy his team ,
who similarly improved their
game on Sunday. Colb y peppered Panther 's goaltender Liam
Moorfield-Yee with 28 shots ,
putting two in and pushing the
game to overtime. The visitors
pressured Verrier even further
in the extra frame, but could not
crack the tie , which would hold
until game 's end at 2-2.
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"Chill the F**k Out": Wise Words from JoakimNoah

Joakim Noah , the Chicago
Bulls' center and reigning defensive player of the year, doesn't
really like the way wt
about his teammate, D<
rick Rose. Rose, the of
injured former MVP,
tweaked his hamstrings
in a Bulls win over the
Toronto Raptors, adding
to the extensive laundrylist of ailments that haplagued the star point g
over the last few seasons.
"Every time something happens to him , peop le act like it 's
the end of the world. And that 's
[expletive starting with 'F'Jing
lame to me... Hes got to listen
to his body more than anybody,
so every bod y needs to chill the
[same expletive] out."
This quote is exactly wh y the
world should love Joakim Noah.
He's telling it exactl y like it is. Even
the employment of foul language,
normally laughed at or frowned
upon by your typical SportsCenter

host , is useful in this quote. Noah's
off-the-cuff comments provide
spice to the predictable cycle of
postgame routines. But
ire importantly , he makes
really good point.
we as
a society
{myself
100 per:ent
inj ded
in
statement)
look at professional athletes like
they 're actors. We
see them in high
profile roles , entertaining us , slaving
away at some distant performance
that we jud ge too
often
without
thoug ht
or
restraint. Like actors ,
these athletes are performers , and
like actors, the best ones make
obscene amounts of money by

playing children 's games, either
on the field or the screen. We see
them constantly in magazines,
commercials, and billboards. Like
actors, athletes can seem larger
than life; they 've made it to some
ena mai ine normal pleb can't get
to. And for this, we
jud ge them like actors. Whether it 's
on sports radio, on
ESPN , on blogs and
forums, in conversations at the Spa ,
or in front of our
TVs , there is never
a shortage of jud gmental
commentary. We make fun
of those that don 't
succeed and we
deif y those that do.
But here's the
thing: while athletes
are performers, they aren 't actors.
When they break their leg on our
TV screens, it 's actually broken.

blame Rose
for soaking
up almost
$19 million
of cap space.

It becomes so easy to forget from
the comfort of our couches that , at
times, these men and women put
their bodies and livelihood on the
line for the love of a game, or for
the payday, or whatever the reason might be. We are too quick to
blame Derrick Rose for soaking
up almost $19 million of the Bulls '
cap space this year, yet not sharp
enough to remember that he's a human and this stuff hurts. You want
to question. Rose's toughness? Go
for it. But first, go and tear your
left ACL, recover, and then rip your
ri ght meniscus promptl y thereafter. Think you can do it? Great.
Now run and jump full speed into a
gauntlet of seven-foot , 250-pound
giants for 35 minutes.. . 82 times ...
plus the playoffs. Oh , and while
you 're at it , you better finish around
the hoop at a hi gh clip, because if
you don t we'll come down on your
for that too.
Don 't misconstrue what I'm
saying: athletes,
particularl y
those making $19 million per

year, are reall y well off. They
mig ht face a world of pain in the
future , but they knew that going
into their profession. I don 't have
a problem with those that criticize star athletes that don't seem
to appreciate this position (a.k.a.
Latrell Sprewell, who complained
about having to "feed his family"
after being offered a three year,
$27 million dollar contract). I'm
irked by the peop le that think
Rose should simply "suck it up"
for the sake of... what? A championship? His contract? Chicago? These people are effectivel y
saying, "You 're getting paid a lot
to entertain... so entertain me!"
It 's selfish , misguided, and naive
to think that any athlete should
risk their future health for the
sake of e n t e r t a i n m e n t .
If that 's their prerogative,
that 's fine , they ' re adults , they
should do as they p lease. But if
it 's not... all I 'm saying is, listen
to Joakim Noah , and chill the
[expletive) out.

Afo^K NewEnglandChampions, Qualify forNCAAs

Colby MensCross
Country is rankedf if t h
after impressivewirr

mitted to the team. Co-captain
Charlie Coffman '15 attributed
Beers ' emphasis on teamwork
as the primary factor that lead
to success, saying, "working as
a team both in practice and on
the course has helped us stick
together....It wasn ' t because of
one individual , but it has been
because of the team mentality
that we have become successful." This team cohesiveness has
led to the Mules ' meteoric rise
in cross-country circles over the
past four years.
Last year, the Mules qualified as an At-Large bid for the
NCAA Championship Meet. For
the first time in program history, the team competed on a
national stage and did not sh y
away from the spotlig ht , capturing the 22nd spot at Nationals.
Seeming ly overnig ht , the once
strugg ling program turned the
page and began to pen a new
chapter in the history of Colby
Cross Country. The team began
the season with a simple out
lofty goal: win regionals and
return to the NCAA Championship. This week , the Mules

BY KIERNAN SOMERS
Asst. Sports Editor

Just four years ago, the Colb y
College Men 's Cross Country
team finished last in the NESCAC. In that time , the seniors
on the team have literall y gone
from last , to first. The once
no-name program has built itself into one of the most potent
cross-country powers in the
country on the back of that senior leadership.
Veteran head coach Jared Beers
' 01 rebuilt the team from scratch
after taking over in 2006. In an
interview with Colby Magazine ,
Beers detailed how he changed
the p hilosop h y of the team with
Just one simple question: "It 's
nice that you can run fast. But
who are you?" Beers has broug ht
together a group of runners who
are not onl y fast, but also have
unique personalities that bring
diversity, and are full y com-

prepare to travel to NCAAs as
the New Eng land Region champions. They entered this season
ranked 16th in the country, one
month later they were named
the 7th best team in Division III
after dominant performances at
the Purp le Valley Invitational
and the Aldrich Invitational.
Competing in one of the most ,
if not the most, successful crosscountry conference in the country, the Mules proved that their
recent successes were not flukes.
They captured second place at
the NESCAC meet , being ed ged
out by Williams , and fourth
place at the ECAC meet, despite
resting their lop runners.
Co-captains Coffman and Jeff
Hale ' 15 lead the Mules on the
course and are both top seven
runners for the team. Unorthodox for a team of this caliber ,
a sophomore , David Chelimo ,
fills the number one slot on the
team. Chelimo was named the
NESCAC Rookie of the Year
last year and has onl y improved
since , developing a reputation as
one of the most consistent and
fastest runners in the northeast.

Close on his heels is dual sport
athlete and fellow sop homore,
Silas Eastman '17. Eastman has
been a consistent runner for the
Mules, always filling the number two or three spot. Rounding
out the scorers for the Mules is
Ben Lester '15 who solidified his
spot as the fifth runner for the
team earlier this year after an
impressive performance at the
Open New England Meet.
Travelling down to Williamstown for the New Eng land Dili
Championship meet , the Mules
were confident. Having emerged
atop the podium after a competition earlier this year on the
same course, Colby was eager to
punch their ticket to Nationals
for the second year in a row by
utilizing their familiarity with
the course.
In cross-country, balance is
vital for the success of a team.
On race day, the Mules were by
far the most balanced squad with
all five scoring runners earning
Dili honors by finishing in the
top 35. The difference between
the first Colb y runner and the
last was just 26 seconds. Colby
had two top ten finishes , with
Chelimo ending in sixth and
Hale claiming seventh. The duo
ran the 8-km (5 mile) course in
times of 25 minutes and 33 seconds and 25 minutes and 37 seconds respectively. Eastman and
Coffman followed suit finishing
in 13th and 16th, r u n n i n g impressive 25:40$ times. One of the
hig hlig hts of the day, thoug h,

was from Lester, who had a career performance, just breaking
the 26-minute mark , and finished in 21st place with a time
of 25 minutes and 59 seconds to
secure the victory for the Mules.
"[Lester] was definitely the
MVP of the race for us. He was
able to improve about 20 p laces
between NESCACS and Nationals and it was critical to our victory," said Coffman. "Without
him, we would have not won tne
meet." Colb y had a team average
time of 25 minutes and 43 seconds , setting the pace at a blazing five minutes and 14 seconds
per mile. Colby finished with a
team score of 63 to hold off Amherst College (69), MIT (70).
and Williams (85). There were
54 men's scoring teams in the
field. Eig ht of the top 10 teams
were from the NESCAC.
This weekend , the Mules ' top
runners will travel to Ohio to
compete on the national stage;
however, this time the nationall y fifth-ranked Mules will not
be the traditional dark horse
that represented Colby for so
long, but will be one of the favorites to take home the title.
"Its awesome being ranked so
high , but it puts a target on our
back ," detailed Coffman. When
the Mules take the course , teamwork between the three seniors
and two sophomores will be key
to the team's success; however,
according to Coffman , that 's no
difficult task as "it 's just the way
we do things."
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